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Abstra t
The omplex nature of multi-agent systems makes them vulnerable to faults and
system failures. This paper examines repli ation of individual agents within a multiagent system as a means of in reasing agent fault toleran e and lowering the overall
system failure rate. On e an agent is repli ated, inter-agent ommuni ations, read
and write onsisten y, resour e lo king and results synthesis need to be managed.
This paper de nes agent repli ation and looks at ways that the issues agent repliation raises an be addressed. The results of an experiment whi h simulates a
multi-agent system using repli ated agents are presented.

1

Introdu tion

The goal of this resear h is to determine if there are e e tive methods of repli ating agents in a multiagent system to in rease the fault toleran e of an individual agent and lower the overall system failure
rate.
Multi-agent systems (MASs) are omposed of intera ting, autonomous and distributed software agents,
situated in a dynami environment. These hara teristi s mean that at run-time an MAS is nondeterministi , whi h makes it sus eptible to any of various types of faults. As it is not possible at design
time to foresee all possible states that may o ur when one part of the system experien es a fault, faults
an lead to overall system failure.
Repli ation of one or more of the individual agents within an MAS provides redundant opies of the
agent, in reases the toleran e of the agent to ertain types of faults and hen e lowers the overall system
failure rate. The fo us of this paper is to de ne what agent repli ation is, identify issues asso iated with
agent repli ation and propose methods of dealing with those issues.
This paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes multi-agent systems and their properties and
des ribes fault and failures as they relate to agent repli ation. Se tion 3 presents agent repli ation,
des ribing what it an be used for, the problems that it introdu es and some methods for dealing with
those problems. Se tion 4 des ribes a simulation that was performed. Se tion 5 reviews related literature.
Se tion 6 and 7 identify future work and present on lusions.
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2

Multi-Agent Systems, Faults and Failures

There are four essential hara teristi s of a multi-agent system: an MAS is omposed of autonomous
software agents, an MAS has no single point of ontrol, an MAS intera ts with a dynami environment,
and the agents within an MAS are so ial (agents intera t with ea h other and may form relationships).
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Host3

Figure 1: A Multi-Agent System
As des ribed in [Wooldridge 2000℄, the main sour es of omplexity in an MAS are the agent's environment, the nature of the intera tion between the agent and the environment and the nature of the task
the agent is performing. Additional omplexity is introdu ed by intera tions between the agents within
the system and by the distributed nature of MASs. In this paper, omplexity refers to the diÆ ulty of
implementing omputer systems, not mathemati al omplexity. [Wooldridge 2000℄ As more agents are
added to an MAS, all ve sour es of omplexity in rease. This omplexity makes MASs unpredi table
and sus eptible to faults.
A fault is de ned to be a defe t in some omponent of the MAS that may lead to a failure when the
system is exe uting. A failure is said to o ur when, in a running system, the system produ es results
that do not meet the requirements of the system [Musa et al. 1987℄. Faults an be grouped into ve
ategories as shown in Table 1 [Wagner 2000℄. For example, one agent in an MAS en ounters a bug that
auses it to send a spurious message to a number of other agents. The agents re eiving the message do
not know how to deal with the message, so they may send further spurious messages to other agents,
in luding the original buggy agent. These faults ow through the system eventually resulting in the
entire MAS failing.

3
3.1

Agent Repli ation
What is Agent Repli ation?

is the a t of reating dupli ates of one or more of the agents in a MAS. Ea h of these
dupli ates performs the same task as the original agent. The group of dupli ated agents is referred to as
a repli ant group and the individual agents within the repli ant group are referred to as repli ants. There
are two types of repli ation. In heterogeneous repli ation repli ants are reated whi h are fun tionally
equivalent but the individual repli ants may have been implemented separately. In homogeneous repli a-
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Fault Type
Program bugs

Des ription
Errors in programming that were not dete ted by system
testing.
Unforeseen
Omission errors in programming. The programming
states
does not handle a state that an and does o ur. System
testing did not test for this state.
Pro essor faults System rashes or shortages of system resour es.
Communi ations Slow downs, failures or other problems with the omfaults
muni ation links.
Emerging be- System behaviour that was not predi ted. Emerging
haviour
behaviour an be bene ial or detrimental.

Table 1: Fault Types
Type
Homogeneous
Homogeneous
Heterogeneous

Des ription
Agents in a repli ant group are identi al and
deterministi .
Agents in a repli ant group are identi al and
non-deterministi .
Agents in a repli ant group are not identi al,
but are designed to perform the same fun tion.

Faults Types
Pro essor, Communiations
Bugs, States, Pro essor, Communi ations
Bugs, State, Pro essor,
Communi ations

Table 2: Repli ation Types

repli ants are exa t opies of the original agent. That is, the repli ants are fun tionally equivalent
and are opies of the same ode.

tion

An agent that uses either homogeneous or heterogeneous repli ation will introdu e a measure of redundan y to the system and in rease the fault toleran e. However, homogeneous repli ation will only
in rease fault toleran e in ertain ases.
If a repli ated, deterministi agent en ounters a program bug or an unforeseen state, than all of the
agents in the repli ant group will en ounter the bug or unforeseen state. Repli ation will not have
helped in this ase. If the agents are non-deterministi , or the per epts re eived from their environments
are di erent then not all of the repli ants will be in the same state, so they may not all en ounter
the program bug or unforeseen state fault and in this ase, repli ation will in rease fault toleran e. If
members of the repli ant group are run on more than one pro essor, repli ation will in rease resistan e
to pro essor and ommuni ations faults. One of the pro essors may be overloaded or have failed while
others have not so those agents an ontinue running. Communi ations faults may only be o urring
along ertain paths so agents on other paths will still be able to ommuni ate.
If heterogeneous repli ation is used, then fault toleran e to bugs and unforeseen states will be in reased.
Two agents, programmed separately may not have the same bugs, so a heterogeneous repli ant group
may be able to ontinue fun tioning even if some of the repli ants en ounter a bug and fail. The ase
is similar for unforeseen states, one implementation may ontinue given a ertain system state, while
another implementation will fail. This property an be exploited when testing new versions of an agent.
A repli ant group is reated that onsists of urrent version agents and new version agents. If the new
agents en ounter a bug and fail, the urrent version agents are still in pla e and the system will ontinue
to operate. Heterogeneous repli ation in reases fault toleran e to pro essor and ommuni ations faults
in the same fashion as homogeneous repli ation.
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3.2

Issues

3.2.1 Inter-Agent Communi ations and Results Synthesis
On e an agent has been repli ated and a repli ant group reated, ommuni ations within the MAS
be ome problemati . If an agent, not part of the repli ant group, needs to ommuni ate with the
repli ant group, it will not know whi h of the agents to ommuni ate with. If the outside (not part
of the repli ant group) agent broad asts messages to all repli ants, how will it know how many of the
repli ants are there? As MASs an be made up of agents from di erent developers and organizations an
agent may not know that the agent it is ommuni ating with is part of a repli ant group. How will it
handle re eiving many replies when it was expe ting only one? This raises the issue of results synthesis,
that is, the pro ess of taking a number of results and assembling a single result from them.

3.2.2 Read/Write Consisten y
Agents always intera t with their environments in some way. [Russell & Norvig 1999℄ When a repli ant
group exists within a MAS ea h repli ant in the group needs to get per epts from the environment. Ea h
repli ant, due to di ering pro essor apa ities and loads and varying delays in ommuni ation repli ants
may per eive di erent data from the environment. This phenomenon is alled read onsisten y [Date
2000℄. At one end of the s ale, ea h repli ant will get a di erent value for some pie e of data that is
needed for its task and ea h will arrive at di erent results. At the other end of the s ale, for a value that
is stati in the environment, all repli ants will get the same data and hen e produ e the same results.
Write onsisten y is losely related to read onsisten y. When agents are getting per epts from their
environments it is expe ted that they will a t upon the environment in some way. A ting on the
environment may be onsidered writing. Sin e repli ants are all doing the same task they will all want
to write the same data (maybe even at the same time) to the same pla e. This an lead to data
in onsisten y problems. In the lassi database example, agent A reads a value, agent B reads the same
value, agent a writes a value, now if agent B writes its value it may well be wrong. Or another example,
two repli ants determine that the a tion to take is to open valve A while 4 repli ants have determined
that valve A should remain losed. When a tion will be taken? Results synthesis an be applied to
determine whi h a tion should be taken but if the a tions are done sequentially then the valve may be
left in the wrong state.
A problem losely related to read and write onsisten y is lo king. If agents are reading and writing to
their environments lo king me hanisms may be in pla e (for example, the ase where the environment
is a DBMS) whi h may result in deadlo ks between agents.
3.3

Possible Resolutions

Figure 1 shows the omponents of an MAS that in ludes a repli ant group.
The se tions following give details on how the omponents may be used to deal with the issues identi ed
in the previous se tions. Figure 2 should be referred to while reading the following se tions.

3.3.1 Communi ations Proxy
To address repli ant group ommuni ations issues a ommuni ations proxy may be used. The ommuniation proxy handles all ommuni ation between repli ants and any other agents in the MAS. To agents
outside the repli ant group, the repli ated agent would appear and a t as a single agent. This introdu es
4
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Figure 2: Repli ant Group Stru tures

three new issues. 1. The ommuni ation proxy will need to perform results synthesis. If there are N
repli ants in the repli ant group the proxy may get as many as N di erent results. Logi to determine
whi h result or ombination of results to use must be in luded in the proxy. 2. The proxy will introdu e
another agent into the system, in reasing resour e usage. The proxy agent must be able to manage N
ommuni ations, and the results synthesis. 3. The most serious drawba k to using a ommuni ation
proxy is that it reintrodu es a single point of failure. The goal of the repli ation was to take away the
single point of failure through redundan y and the ommuni ations proxy would reintrodu e it.
One possible way to minimize the single point of failure problem is via adjustable roles. Agents that will
be repli ated are programmed to be able to perform in three modes: as a single agent, as a member of
a repli ant group, and as a proxy for a repli ant group. If the agent that is urrently a ting as a proxy
fails, the repli ants are programmed to dete t this and sele t one of the repli ants to adjust its role and
take over as the proxy.

3.3.2 Data Proxy
Data proxies losely related to ommuni ations proxies and are used to address the problems of read and
write onsisten y. In the ase where agents in the MAS are ommuni ating-only agents, data proxies
and ommuni ations proxies are one and the same.
Data proxies exist between the repli ants and the environment. A data proxy an ensure that all repliants re eive the same per epts, and an handle results synthesis to ensure write onsisten y. However,
this again introdu es new issues. Like a ommuni ation proxy, a data proxy is a single point of failure,
and a fourth role ould be added to the agent to deal with it. Like a ommuni ations proxy, a data
proxy needs to be able to deal with multiple ommuni ations and results synthesis. Data proxies may
also need to be able to intera t with a variety of environments. For example, reading a sensor, querying
a database, or lighting a signal. If the data proxy does one read and distributes that data to ea h of the
repli ants the data may not be as up to date as it may have been if the repli ants had done an individual
read.
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3.3.3 State Syn hronization
Read and write onsisten y an be dealt with by keeping all of the repli ants in the same state. This
state syn hronization will insure that all the agents provide the same results, and get the same inputs.
This does introdu e a lot of omplexity and pro essing overhead to the agents in order to keep the
repli ants syn hronized. This also means that the entire repli ant group an only pro eed as qui kly as
the slowest member of the group. If one of the repli ants is running on a slow ma hine or is onne ted
via a slow ommuni ations link, this an impa t system performan e. State syn hronization an be
a hieved at least partially via data and ommuni ations proxies. The proxies an ontrol the repli ants
by areful timing of per epts and messages. State syn hronization imposes a degree of stru ture and
entral ontrol in the MAS whi h runs ounter to the spirit of MASs. Agents within an MAS are meant
to be, at least to a ertain degree, autonomous.

3.3.4 Complexity and Resour e Usage
All of the solutions identi ed above introdu e omplexity and in rease system resour e usage. The very
a t of repli ation in reases system resour e usage by in reasing the number of agents in the system. One
way to keep resour e usage down is to only allow one or more of the repli ants to be a tive at any one
time. If the a tive repli ants are not responding or appear to be a ting erroneously, then one of the
dormant repli ants an be rea tivated. This will introdu e some problems with state syn hronization as
on e a repli ant is revived it needs to be set to the state that the a tive one was in. If the a tive one is
now failed, it may not be possible to determine the state.

3.3.5 Con gurations
Fa tor
Deterministi

Des ription
Are the agents in the repli ant group deterministi or nondeterministi ?
Communi ations Does the repli ant group employ a proxy agent for ommuProxy
ni ating with agents outside of the repli ant group.
Data Proxy
Does the repli ant group employ a proxy for ommuni ating
with its environment?
Syn hronized
Are the agents in the repli ant group kept in the same state?
Read Only
Do the agents make any hanges to the environment or not?
Autonomous
Are the agents autonomous or rea tive?

Code
D

CP

DP

S
R
A

Table 3: Fa tors in Repli ant Group Con guration
.

Table 3 lists a set of fa tors for hara terizing a MAS using agent repli ation. This gives a onvenient
way to ategorize the on guration with a 6-tuple.
4
4.1

Experiment
Des ription

The purpose of the experiment is to simulate one of the repli ant group on gurations, to show that
repli ation improves the system failure rate, to gauge the added omplexity and resour e usage in urred
6
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by repli ation, and to provide an infrastru ture for further experimentation. A simulation was used to
allow ontrol over system hara teristi s su h as agent fault rate, pro essor fault rate and ommuni ations
fault rate. Using the ategorization presented in Table 3, the on guration implemented in the simulation
is: f D; C P; DP; S; R; Ag, that is, deterministi agents, a ommuni ations proxy, no data proxy,
no syn hronization, read only and rea tive agents.

Requesting
Agent

* generate requests
* process replies

Communication
Proxy Agent

* message management
* results synthesis

Data Agent
Replicant Group
* respond to requests
* maintain database

Figure 3: S hemati of Simulation

The MAS implemented is an information query system onsisting of two types of agents [Fig 3℄. A
requesting agent (representing all other agents in the MAS) and a data agent whi h is able to olle t
data and respond to queries regarding that data. Agent repli ation is introdu ed into the system by
repli ating the data agent and reating a ommuni ations proxy to handle ommuni ations and to
synthesize results using a voting s heme. The ommuni ations proxy passes the requests that it re eives
to all members of its repli ant group. On e a suÆ ient number of replies are re eived (in this simulation
this is set to 60 per ent of the number of repli ants) the proxy examines the replies, sele ts the most
popular one and sends it ba k to the requestor. Ties in the voting are broken by sele ting randomly
from among the most popular results.
To simulate faults, data agents have a built-in fault rate. The fault rate is expressed as two probabilities,
the probability that the data agent has failed, P , and the probability of another type of fault (for example,
a bug or unforeseen state), Q. Ea h time a data agent re eives a request it will do one of three things.
With probability P it will ignore the request (the agent has failed). With probability Q it will return an
erroneous result (the agent has en ountered a bug). With probability 1 (P + Q) the agent will return
the orre t result. For this simulation, P and Q are set to 0.10. To simulate varying load on pro essors
and ommuni ations links, a load-simulation fa tor auses data agents to wait a random length of time
before responding to any request.
The experiment onsists of running the system for a xed number of requests, varying the number of
repli ants in the repli ant group. For ea h run, the mean request response time and the system failure
rate is al ulated.
The simulation is implemented using DICE to provide the agent infrastru ture [Deters 2001℄. Communi ation between agents is done using the DICE post oÆ e style messaging fa ilities and FIPA ACL
[FIPA 2000a℄ style messages.
7
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4.2

Results
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The simulation was run with di erent numbers of repli ants, n, in the data agent repli ant group, ranging
from 1 to 32. Results showing mean request response time and system failure rate versus n are shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Mean Request Response Time and Failure Rate vs Repli ant Group Size
The mean request response time in reases linearly with the number of repli ants. The system failure rate
de reases to 0 on e a repli ant group size of 8 repli ants is rea hed. The spike in failure rate at n = 2 is
due to the voting s heme used in the proxy. With only two responses, ties are likely and in orre t results
may be returned. The observed system failure rate of 0 for n  8 is explained by the independen e of
ea h request. Any given request to a data agent has a probability of failure of P + Q. A request to the
proxy will fail only if more than half of the results onsidered are in orre t. For n = 8, the probability
of failure is R = (P + Q)3 = 0:008, and for n = 16, R = 0:000064. With a trial of 100 requests and
n  8 it is very unlikely that a failure will appear.
For this on guration, these results show that agent repli ation improves fault toleran e and lowers the
system failure rate at the ost of system overhead and omplexity. In this ase the number of agents
needed to signi antly redu e the failure rate is small.
5

Literature

Multi-agent systems are the subje t of signi ant resear h e ort. but little work done dire tly on agent
repli ation in MASs. Related work an be divided into ve areas. 1. Fault toleran e in MASs. 2.
MAS stru tures and organization. 3. Distributed systems and distributed AI resear h. 4. Software
engineering. 5. Agent infrastru tures.
S hneider [S hneider 1997℄ reated a method for improving fault toleran e with mobile agents using the
TACOMA mobile agent framework. The work was fo ussed on ensuring that repli ated agents were not
tainted by faulty pro essors or mali ious entities by the time their results were needed. Kumar et al.
[Kumar et al. 2000℄ present a methodology for using persistent teams to provide redundan y for system
riti al broker agents within an MAS. The teams are similar to the repli ant groups presented here,
but, prior to any failures team members are performing individual tasks rather than the same task as
in a repli ant group. [Hanson & Kephart 1999℄ presents methods for ombatting maelstroms in MASs.
Maelstroms are hain rea tions of messages that ontinue without end.
Repli ation of an agent leads to the reation of some kind of stru ture within the MAS, so resear h
into MAS stru tures and organization is losely related to repli ation. So ial organizations look to
human organizational models. Examples in lude so ieties, o-operatives, oalitions and teams [Ferber
1999℄[Jennings et al. 1998℄ The goals of imposing stru ture and organization into an MAS are usually
to improve the performan e or apabilities of the system, whi h is in ontrast to the goal of repli ation
8
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whi h is to improve fault toleran e. For example, a team may be formed in a MAS, members of the team
ea h have an assigned task and all work to a ommon goal. Repli ant groups look a lot like a team, but
ea h member of a repli ant group is assigned the same task.
As MAS are, by nature, distributed, many of the results from distributed systems resear h an be applied
to this resear h. In parti ular, distributed database resear h [Date 2000℄[Connolly & Begg 1999℄ an
be applied. Certain MASs an be viewed in terms of distributed transa tion pro essing and resear h
su h as two phase ommit is appli able here. [Jennings & Wooldridge 1999℄ states that when designing
an MAS, one must plan for problems su h as syn hronization, mutual ex lusion for shared resour es,
deadlo k and live lo k | these are all issues that distributed systems resear h has addressed.
The aim of software engineering is to provide stru tures and tools for handling omplexity [Wooldridge
2000℄. As argued earlier, MASs are omplex, therefore, software engineering te hniques need to be
applied to MAS development. Several resear hers are working on this problem [Jennings & Wooldridge
2001℄.
There are a number of agent infrastru tures available, ea h with a di erent fo us and di erent fa ilities.
The FIPA Spe i ation is one of the most ommonly used at this time [FIPA 2000b℄. DICE was developed
to support s alable MASs. DICE uses Java and CORBA to provide a distributed, s alable environment
for implementing MASs [Deters 2001℄

6

Future Work

This se tion identi es some possible areas for further investigation.
The simulation presented needs to be expanded and more experiments run. Other on gurations of the
fa tors identi ed in Table 3 need to be implemented. Parti ular attention needs to be paid to MASs
whi h use autonomous agents.
Repli ation should be tested using a live system to see if results similar to the one seen in simulation
are observed there.
With the overhead that is required to set up and operate a repli ant group it is important that repli ation
is only used when it will be e e tive. Work is needed to reate a measure of agent riti alness. Only
agents with a suÆ iently high measure of riti alness would be repli ated.
The simulation des ribed above simply loaded a olle tion of identi al agents into the agent infrastru ture
and set up ommuni ations paths as appropriate. What is the appropriate me hanism for starting the
repli ation pro ess? Should an agent be able to repli ate itself or should the agent environment handle
the repli ation? How do ommuni ations and data proxies get reated and how do they learn about the
repli ants that they represent?
The idea of adjustable roles needs to be further investigated. Agents that are able to perform the four
roles identi ed (single agent, data proxy, ommuni ations proxy, repli ant) need to be reated and tested.
Methods of determining when to reate a new proxy need to be formulated. Me hanisms for adjusting
the roles need to be developed.
Work needs to be done to determine what to do with agents onsistently returning poor results. If
heterogeneous repli ation is used it may be possible to kill o agents that are produ ing poor results
and repli ate agents that are produ ing good results.
9
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7

Con lusions

This paper de nes agent repli ation and identi es two main issues that need to be managed ( ommuni ations and read/write onsisten y), in a system employing agent repli ation. Several approa hes to
resolving those issues are presented, the main one being the use of a proxy agents to a t for the entire
repli ant group in intera tions with other agents and the environment.
The te hnique of agent repli ation will improve fault toleran e and improve system failure rate at the
ost of in reased omplexity and resour e usage. A simulation of the on epts is presented and the
simulation shows that repli ation as a te hnique shows promise. System failure rates are lowered with
repli ation and very few repli ants are needed to lower that rate.
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